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Abstract—We propose a novel pilot sequence design to mitigate
pilot contamination in multi-cell multiuser massive multiple-input
multiple-output networks. Our proposed design generates pilot
sequences in the multi-cell network and devises power allocation
at base stations (BSs) for downlink transmission. The pilot
sequences together with the power allocation ensure that the user
capacity of the network is achieved and the pre-defined signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) requirements of all users
are met. To realize our design, we first derive new closed-form
expressions for the user capacity and the user capacity region.
Built upon these expressions, we then develop a new algorithm
to obtain the required pilot sequences and power allocation. We
further determine the minimum number of antennas required at
BSs to achieve certain SINR requirements of all users. Numerical
results are presented to corroborate our analysis and to examine
the impact of key parameters, such as the pilot sequence length
and the total number of users, on the network performance. A
pivotal conclusion is reached that our design achieves a larger
user capacity region than the existing designs and needs less
antennas at the BS to fulfill the pre-defined SINR requirements
of all users in the network than the existing designs.

Index Terms—Pilot contamination, generalized Welch-bound-
equality, multi-cell multiuser massive MIMO, user capacity.

I. INTRODUCTION

MASSIVE multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) has
been identified as one of the indispensable technologies

to support ultra-high data rate for a huge number of mobile
users in the fifth generation wireless systems [1–3]. The key
distinguishing feature of massive MIMO from conventional
MIMO lies in the very large number of antennas deployed
at base stations (BSs), which offers favorable propagation
conditions as well as boosts energy efficiency and spectral
efficiency [4, 5]. It is widely recognized that the use of
frequency division duplex (FDD) in massive MIMO incurs a
significant channel estimation burden. To relieve this burden,
the time-division duplex (TDD) mode is preferred to be used
together with massive MIMO over the FDD mode [6, 7]. In
the TDD mode, the uplink and the downlink share the same
frequency band such that the channel estimated through the
uplink can be utilized in the downlink transmission [8].
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A. Background and Motivation

Pilot contamination has been identified as one of the key
challenges to unlock the full potential of massive MIMO
[9–11]. Principally, pilot contamination occurs when non-
orthogonal pilot sequences are assigned to users. In typical
massive MIMO networks, a very large number of users
are served but only a limited number of orthogonal pilot
sequences are available. The most serious consequence of
pilot contamination is that it corrupts the channel estimates
obtained at the BS during the uplink training phase, which
results in an increased interference in the network. As such,
pilot contamination is a commonly encountered problem and a
major performance limiting factor in massive MIMO networks.

Some significant efforts have been devoted to address the
pilot contamination problem in massive MIMO networks.
These efforts are referred to as conventional methods and
classified into four broad categories [7]: 1) the protocol-based
method, which restricts the simultaneous transmission from the
users having the same pilot sequence or wisely assigns pilot
sequences among users to alleviate pilot contamination (e.g.,
[12–14]); 2) the precoding-based method, which uses pre-
coders to reduce the interference caused by pilot contamination
(e.g., [15]); 3) the angle-of-arrival (AoA)-based method, which
mitigates the interference from the users having the same pilot
sequence and mutually non-overlapping AoA (e.g., [16]); and
4) the blind method, which partitions the signal space into
desired signal subspace and interference signal subspace and
then develops algorithms to reduce the interference from the
latter (e.g., [17]). It is worth mentioning that most conventional
methods, e.g., [12, 15, 16], assumed orthogonal pilot sequences
to perform pilot contamination analysis.

Recently, increasing attention has been paid to an alternative
method, i.e., pilot sequence design, which aims at directly
mitigating the detrimental impact of pilot contamination on the
performance of massive MIMO networks. For example, when
the number of users in the massive MIMO network exceeds
the length of pilot sequence, [18] designed pilot sequences
by solving a Grassmannian manifold line packing problem.
Different from [18], [19] designed pilot sequences by solving
an optimization problem aiming at maximizing the received
signal-to-noise ratio. We note that neither [18] nor [19] consid-
ered the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) require-
ments of individual users in designing pilot sequences. Hence,
the results in [18, 19] cannot be used to evaluate the user
capacity, which is a pivotal performance indicator of massive
MIMO networks. User capacity is defined as the number of
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users that are admissible in a massive MIMO network such
that the pre-defined SINR requirements of all the users in the
network are satisfied. Against this background, [20] evaluated
the user capacity of a single-cell multiuser massive MIMO
network. Taking the effective bandwidth into account, [21]
explored the feasibility conditions of the same network. We
note that the limitation of [20, 21] lies in the assumption of
perfect channel knowledge at the BS. This assumption does
not generally hold in practice. To overcome this limitation,
[22] proposed a user capacity-achieving pilot sequence design
together with power allocation for downlink transmission of
a single-cell multiuser massive MIMO network. While [22]
laid a solid foundation to design pilot sequences in the
single-cell network, the design of user capacity-achieving pilot
sequences in the multi-cell multiuser massive MIMO network
has not been explored in the literature. Different from [22],
in this work we consider a more general multi-cell network,
which encompasses the single-cell network as a special case.
Moreover, our work provides a specific method for downlink
power allocation and proves the feasibility of designing user
capacity-achieving pilot sequences in multi-cell network even
in the presence of inter-cell interference. Furthermore, we
derive an expression for the limit on the maximum permitted
SINR in a cell, which is not straightforward to obtain from
[22].

B. Contributions and Novelty
In this paper, we mitigate pilot contamination in a multi-cell

multiuser massive MIMO network by designing user capacity-
achieving pilot sequences with low correlation coefficients.
Crucially, our proposed design generates pilot sequences for
each cell independently. The generated pilot sequences and
the corresponding power allocation scheme satisfy the SINR
requirements of all users in the network, regardless of the
severity of pilot contamination. Our design is based on the
rules of the generalized Welch-bound-equality (GWBE) se-
quence design1. The contributions and novelty of this work
are summarized as follows:
• We derive a new closed-form expression for the user

capacity of the multi-cell multiuser massive MIMO net-
work. This expression explicitly reveals that the user
capacity is limited by the effective bandwidth2, the length
of pilot sequence, the number of cells, and the number
of users in each cell. Based on this expression, we
derive a simple yet valuable result to determine the user
capacity region of the network, under which the SINR
requirements of all users are always satisfied.

1The GWBE sequence has been shown to achieve the user capacity
in overloaded code-division-multiple-access (CDMA) systems [23, 24]. We
note that most studies on the signature sequence design in CDMA systems
considered a single cell, e.g., [25, 26]. Even when the multi-cell CDMA
system was considered, e.g., [27], the focus was to investigate hard hand-offs,
rather than signature sequence design. This indicates the novelty of designing
GWBE pilot sequences in multi-cell multiuser massive MIMO networks.

2The effective bandwidth is a concept adopted in CDMA systems (e.g.,
[21, 23]). It represents a fraction of available degrees of freedom (i.e., the
pilot sequence length) required by a user to achieve its target SINR. A user
having a high SINR requirement requires a large fraction of available degrees
of freedom and accordingly a large effective bandwidth. We clarify that the
effective bandwidth is different from the channel bandwidth.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a TDD multi-cell multiuser massive MIMO network
with L = 2, K = 4, and Ktot = 8. The uplink channel estimate is corrupted
by pilot contamination when non-orthogonal pilot sequences are used in the
network, i.e., ρijlk 6= 0.

• We propose a new algorithm to generate user capacity-
achieving pilot sequences based on the derived user
capacity region. The pilot sequences are independently
generated for each cell. Thus, the proposed algorithm
requires no cooperation among BSs. We also devise
the power allocation scheme to control the downlink
transmit power at each BS. This scheme only requires
the BSs to exchange the correlation coefficient between
pilot sequences with each other.

• We determine the minimum number of antennas required
at BSs to achieve certain SINR requirements of all the
users. This result is of practical significance since it
avoids the uneconomic hardware costs caused by using
unnecessary antennas to deliver the required quality of
service.

• We analytically compare the performance of our design
with that of two existing pilot sequence designs, namely,
the Welch-bound-equality (WBE) design and the finite
orthogonal set (FOS) design. Based on the analysis,
we demonstrate that our design achieves a larger user
capacity region than the existing designs.

Beyond the aforementioned contributions, we undertake a
series of numerical evaluations to offer practically important
insights into our design. The numerical results confirms that
our GWBE design fulfills the SINR requirements of all the
users throughout the network, while the existing designs are
unable to fulfill the same SINR requirements.

Notations: Vectors and matrices are denoted by lower-case
and upper-case boldface symbols, respectively. (·)T denotes
the transpose, (·)H denotes the Hermitian transpose, ⊗ denotes
the Kronecker product, card(·) denotes the cardinality, E[·]
denotes the mathematical expectation, IM denotes an M ×M
identity matrix, ‖ · ‖ denotes the l2 norm, tr(·) denotes the
trace operation, and var(·) denotes the variance operation.
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II. MULTI-CELL MULTIUSER MASSIVE MIMO
NETWORKS WITH PILOT CONTAMINATION

We consider a TDD multi-cell multiuser massive MIMO
network, an example of which is depicted in Fig. 1. The
network consists of L cells. In each cell, a BS equipped with
M antennas communicates with K users, equipped with a
single antenna each. We denote Ktot as the total number of
users in the network, where Ktot = KL. We also denote BSl as
the BS in the l-th cell, where l ∈ {1, . . . , L}. We further denote
Uij as the j-th user in the i-th cell, where i ∈ {1, . . . , L} and
j ∈ {1, . . . ,K}.

We consider a block fading channel model, where the
channel remains constant during the coherence time interval,
T , and changes independently every interval. We denote hijlm
as the small-scale fading coefficient from Uij to the m-th
antenna at BSl, where m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. We assume that
the small-scale fading coefficients in the network are subject
to independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) Rayleigh
fading. This assumption is reasonable in practice since the
i.i.d Rayleigh fading model has recently been shown to agree
well with the experimental data in massive MIMO [28]. Based
on this assumption, we find that hijlm follows a complex
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance, i.e.,
hijlm ∼ CN (0, 1). We next denote βijl as the large-scale
propagation factor from Uij to BSl, which captures the effects
of path loss and shadowing [15]. Based on βijl and hijlm,
the overall propagation factor from Uij to m-th antenna at
BSl is given by

√
βijlhijlm. We highlight that the multi-cell

multiuser massive MIMO network considered in this paper is a
generalized model that describes a wide range of cell layouts.

Throughout this paper, we assume that the network operates
in the TDD mode, where the uplink and the downlink channels
are reciprocal [29, 30]. We also assume that the uplink training
and downlink transmission time is less than or equal to the
channel coherence interval.

A. Uplink Training

We first focus on the uplink training phase, during which
the users in each cell send pilot sequences to enable channel
estimation at the same-cell BS. At the beginning of each
coherence interval, the K users in the l-th cell send their
pilot sequences of length τ to BSl in pre-assigned time slots.
Assuming perfect synchronization, the pilot sequence vector
received at BSl during the uplink training phase, denoted by
a τM × 1 vector, yl, is given by

yl =

L∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

√
pijβijlSijhijl + zl, (1)

where pij is the pilot power at Uij , Sij = sij ⊗ IM is a
τM×M matrix, sij is a τ×1 pilot sequence assigned to Uij ,
hijl = [hijl1, hijl2, . . . , hijlM ]T is the M × 1 uplink channel
vector from Uij to BSl, and zl ∼ CN (0, σ2

zl
) is the τM × 1

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at BSl.
We assume that the pilot sequences are real and have unit

energy. We denote ρijlk = sTlksij as the correlation coefficient
between different pilot sequences, where k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. The

value of ρijlk varies from −1 to +1. Here, +1 indicates a
perfect positive correlation coefficient, −1 indicates a perfect
negative correlation coefficient, and 0 indicates orthogonal pi-
lot sequences with no correlation. As such, the pilot sequences
matrix Sij has a useful property, i.e., STijSij = IM . Of course,
the ideal value for ρijlk is zero. However, this ideal value is
not achievable in practical multiuser massive MIMO networks,
which gives rise to pilot contamination.

The uplink channel vector hlkl between Ulk and BSl is
estimated at BSl based on yl. We assume that the low-
complexity least square (LS) channel estimation is performed
to obtain an estimate ĥlkl for the uplink channel vector hlkl. It
has been demonstrated that mean square error of an LS channel
estimator remains nearly constant as M increases [10], which
makes it attractive for massive MIMO networks. As per the
rules of the LS channel estimation, ĥlkl is given by

ĥlkl = STlkyl = STlk

 L∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

√
pijβijlSijhijl + zl

 . (2)

Moreover, we consider that the uplink power control is enabled
such that pljβljl = 1 [22]. Accordingly, we re-express (2) as

ĥlkl = hlkl +
∑
i,j 6=l,k

ρijlk
√
pijβijlhijl + STlkzl, (3)

where
∑
i,j 6=l,k =

∑L
i=1

∑K
j=1 and (i, j) 6= (l, k).

The effect of pilot contamination on the channel estimate
can be easily seen from (3). When ρijlk 6= 0, i.e., the
correlation coefficient between the pilot sequences assigned
to different users is non-zero, the channel estimate ĥlkl is
contaminated by undesired channels hijl.

B. Downlink Transmission

We now focus on the downlink transmission phase, during
which the BS in each cell sends data symbols to the K same-
cell users. We denote xlk as the uncorrelated data symbols
with zero mean. The transmit power of the data symbol xlk
at BSl is given by E

[
xHlkxlk

]
= Plk.

We consider that the data symbols for the downlink trans-
mission are precoded by a linear precoding vector tlk. It
has been acknowledged that the use of low-complexity lin-
ear precoding is preferred over high-complexity non-linear
precoding in massive MIMO networks, which is due to the
fact that linear precoding provides a near optimal performance
[7]. As such, we focus on a widely-adopted linear precoding
scheme, maximum-ratio-transmission (MRT) [6], in this work.
The MRT precoding vector for Ulk is given by tlk = ĥlkl

‖ĥlkl‖
.

We note that tlk can be further simplified by utilizing the
channel hardening property of massive MIMO networks [31].
This property implies that the channels between the BS and the
K users become increasingly orthogonal to each other when
M →∞, which is given by [22]

1

M
hHijlhlkl =

{
1, ∀ (i, j) = (l, k)

0, otherwise.
(4)
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Using (3) and (4), we rewrite tlk as

tlk =
ĥlkl√
Mαlk

, (5)

where αlk =
∑L
i=1

∑K
j=1 ρ

2
ijlkΞ2

ijl+σ
2
z and Ξijl ,

√
pijβijl.

By applying the MRT precoding at BSl, the received signal
at Ulk through the downlink transmission phase is given by

r̂lk =

L∑
m=1

K∑
n=1

√
βlkmhHlkm (tmnxmn) + wlk (6)

where wlk is the AWGN at Ulk. We assume that only the
statistical information, E [glk], is available at Ulk, where
glk = hHlkltlk. We clarify that this assumption is reasonable,
since glk ≈ E [glk] can be found based on of the channel
hardening property in massive MIMO networks. Relying on
this assumption, we rewrite (6) as

r̂lk =
√
βlklE [glk]xlk + alk, (7)

where

alk =
√
βlkl (glk − E [glk])xlk

+
∑

m,n 6=l,k

√
βlkmhHlkm (tmnxmn) + wlk. (8)

We clarify that alk in (7) is treated as the effective noise and
is uncorrelated with

√
βlklE [glk]xlk.

C. SINR at Users

We now determine the achievable SINR from the M an-
tennas at BSl to Ulk, denoted by θlk,M . The achievable SINR
allows us to evaluate the ergodic achievable rate for Ulk, given
by Rlk = log2 (1 + θlk,M ) [15, 22].

Based on (7), θlk,M is expressed as

θlk,M =
(E [glk])

2
βlklPlk

var [glk]βlklPlk + θ̄lk,M + σ2
w

, (9)

where

θ̄lk,M
∑

m,n 6=l,k

E
[
|gmnlk |

2
]
βlkmPmn, (10)

and gmnlk = hHlkmtmn.
We clarify that the achievable SINR given by (10) is a

generalized expression since it is valid for any precoder. We
next specify the achievable SINR for the MRT precoding with
LS channel estimation.

Lemma 1: If the MRT precoding is used with the LS
channel estimation, the SINR is derived as

θlk,M =
βlklPlk

αlk

(∑
m,n 6=l,k

ρ2lkmnΞ2
lkmβlkmPmn

αmn

)
+ αlk

M

(
P̄lk
) ,
(11)

where P̄lk =
∑
m,n βlkmPmn + σ2

w.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix A.

We next draw some valuable insights from (11). First,
(11) is easy to compute since it is independent of channel
realizations. Second, (11) captures the effect of correlation
coefficient between pilot sequences on the achievable SINR.

Finally, (11) shows that the achievable SINR θlk,M increases
with M .

Next, we provide an asymptotic expression for the achiev-
able SINR in (11) when the number of antennas at the BS
grows very large, i.e., M → ∞. We note that M → ∞ is
a valid assumption in massive MIMO networks. Under this
assumption, we derive the asymptotic achievable SINR, θlk,∞,
as

θlk,∞ =
βlklPlk

αlk

(∑
m,n

ρ2lkmnΞ2
lkmβlkmPmn

αmn

)
− βlklPlk

. (12)

It is seen from (12) that pilot contamination always limits
the achievable SINR, even when M → ∞. It also highlights
the severity of the pilot contamination problem in massive
MIMO networks.

III. USER CAPACITY ANALYSIS AND PILOT SEQUENCE
DESIGN

In this section, we first derive the user capacity of the multi-
cell multiuser massive MIMO network. We then detail the
sufficient condition for achieving the maximum user capacity
by designing a set of user capacity-achieving pilot sequences
for the users in each cell. Furthermore, we determine the
minimum number of antennas at BSs to achieve the given
SINR requirements of all the users in the network.

A. User Capacity and Its Condition

Throughout this paper, we define the user capacity as the
maximum number of users that can be served simultaneously
via downlink transmission such that Uij meets the predefined
SINR requirement, denoted by γij . We focus on a practical
scenario of the multi-cell multiuser massive MIMO network
where Ktot > K > τ . In this scenario, the pilot contamination
is caused by both inter-cell pilot sequences and intra-cell pilot
sequences3. As such, we need to address both inter-cell pilot
contamination and intra-cell pilot contamination in the user
capacity analysis and pilot sequence design. We derive the user
capacity, i.e., Ktot of a multi-cell multiuser massive MIMO
network in the following proposition:

Proposition 1: In an L-cell multiuser massive MIMO net-
work, Ktot users can be served simultaneously through the
downlink transmission such that the SINR requirements of all
the users in the network are satisfied if

Ktot ≤

√√√√τ

L∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

1 + γij
γij

. (13)

Proof: Please refer to Appendix B.
We highlight that (13) determines the upper bound on

the user capacity of the multi-cell multiuser massive MIMO
network. As shown in (13), the upper bound on the user
capacity depends on the effective bandwidth given by γij

1+γij
,

3We note that the intra-cell pilot contamination can be avoided in the pilot
sequence design if Ktot > τ > K. However, the condition K < τ imposes a
limitation on the value of K. As such, in this work we consider the scenario
with Ktot > K > τ such that both inter-cell pilot contamination and intra-cell
pilot contamination occur.
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the length of pilot sequence τ , the number of cells L, and
the number of users in each cell K. More importantly, the
bound on the user capacity implies the presence of a user
capacity-achieving region under which the user capacity can
be achieved. We next present the sufficient condition for
achieving the bound on the user capacity in the following
proposition:

Proposition 2: The bound on the user capacity of a multi-
cell multiuser massive MIMO network is achieved when the
sum of effective bandwidth of all the users in the network
is less than or equal to the length of the pilot sequence.
Mathematically, the condition is given by

L∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

γij
1 + γij

≤ τ. (14)

Proof: Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain
L∑
i=1

K∑
j=1

1 + γij
γij

≥ K2
tot∑L

i=1

∑K
j=1

γij
1+γij

=
K2

tot

τ
. (15)

Rearranging (15) produces (13), thus completing the proof.
We clarify that (14) characterizes the upper bound on the

user capacity region of the multi-cell multiuser massive MIMO
network. Throughout this paper, we define the user capacity
region as the region defined by a collection of admissible SINR
tuples such that the upper bound given by (14) is satisfied. In
particular, the equality of (14) gives the upper surface bound-
ary of the user capacity region, i.e.,

∑L
i=1

∑K
j=1

γij
1+γij

= τ .
We clarify that remaining inside this user capacity region is
the sufficient condition for achieving the bound on the user
capacity given by (13). Assuming that the user capacity region
is equally shared among all cells in the network, the upper
bound on the per-cell user capacity region is expressed as

K∑
j=1

γij
1 + γij

≤ τ

L
. (16)

Using (16), the upper surface boundary of the per-cell user
capacity region is obtained as

∑K
j=1

γij
1+γij

= τ
L . As such,

the SINR requirements of all the users in a cell must satisfy
the bound given by (16) for a user capacity-achieving pilot
sequence design. In our work, the motivation behind dividing
the user capacity region equally among all the cells is to
maintain fairness in the network4. We highlight that the user
capacity is fully characterized when the upper bound on the
user capacity region of the network given by (14) is satisfied,
regardless of how the user capacity region is divided among
all the cells.

We clarify that (13), (14), and (16) represent the upper
bound on the user capacity, the upper bound on the user
capacity region, and the upper bound on the per-cell user
capacity region, respectively, since they are derived for the
large number of antenna regime, i.e., M →∞. Based on (14)

4We note that the sum-rate is not necessarily the same for each cell in the
network even when the user capacity region is equally divided among all the
cells in the network. Specifically, the downlink power allocation is unique for
each user, which affects the rate of the user. The impact of the proposed pilot
sequence design on the rate symmetry between the cells is beyond the scope
of our research and is left as future work.

and (16), we now provide the following remarks on the pilot
sequence design:

Remark 1: We find that the bound on the user capacity
region given by (14) is always satisfied when the bound on the
per-cell user capacity region given by (16) holds in each cell.
This allows us to achieve the user capacity and design the user
capacity-achieving pilot sequences by considering the per-cell
SINR requirements independently and guaranteeing that (16)
is satisfied. As such, we focus on the per-cell user capacity
region in designing the desired pilot sequences.

Remark 2: The inequality (13) can help network designers
to identify the appropriate network parameters, i.e., τ , K, L,
and γij to ensure that the network is able to serve the required
number of users, i.e, Ktot. Once the parameters τ , K, L are
given, the inequality (14) provides additional condition on γij
to guarantee that Ktot user are admissible in the network such
that their SINR requirement are met.

B. Pilot Sequence Design

In this subsection, we develop a new algorithm to design
the user capacity-achieving pilot sequences. Here, the user
capacity-achieving pilot sequences are defined as the pilot
sequences satisfying the SINR requirements of all the users
in the network and achieving the bound on the per-cell user
capacity region given by (16) (or equivalently, achieving
the bound on the user capacity region given by (14)). We
highlight that our preliminary pilot sequence design scheme
was examined in one of our previous works [32].

We first present three preliminaries that aid in the pilot
sequence design. To this end, we define two 1 × K vec-
tors z and x as z =

[
γl1

1+γl1
, γl2

1+γl2
, . . . , γlK

1+γlK

]
and x =

[x1, x2, . . . , xτ , 0, . . . , 0], respectively, where γl1 ≥ γl2 ≥
. . . ≥ γlK and x1 ≥ x2 ≥ . . . xτ . We emphasize that the
SINR requirements γlk need to be carefully chosen such that
(16) is satisfied. The three preliminaries based on x and z are
given as follows:

Preliminary 1: Given vectors z and x, x majorizes z, i.e.,
x � z, if

∑m
n=1 xn ≥

∑m
n=1 zn, where m ∈ {1, · · · ,K − 1}

and
∑m
n=1 xn =

∑m
n=1 zn, where m = K.

Preliminary 2: Given a vector z, a vector x can be found
for the value of m = τ such that x � z, if x is given by
xi =

∑K
n=1

zn
τ , where i ∈ {1, · · · , τ} and xj = 0, where

j ∈ {τ + 1, · · · ,K}.
Preliminary 3: If x � z, z is obtainable by applying

at most K − 1 T-transform operations [33] on x, i.e.,
z = TK−1TK−2 · · ·T1x, and there exists a matrix W =
W1W2 · · ·WK−1, where Wi is a unitary matrix generated
from Ti at each step of the T-transform [24, 33].

Preliminary 1 is based on the majorization theory [34].
Recently, the majorization theory has been used to find funda-
mental limits on the throughput of a multi-user MIMO system
[35]. Different from [35], where the majorization theory is
used to derive the upper bound and lower bound on the system
throughput, we utilize the majorization theory to design user
capacity-achieving pilot sequences for a multi-cell multi-user
massive MIMO network.
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Algorithm 1 User capacity-achieving pilot sequence design

1: function PILOT DESIGN(Γ, τ ) . Γ = [γγγ1, · · · , γγγL]
2: for l← 1, L do
3: γγγ ← γγγl . γγγ is set to the SINR requirements

of the K users in the lth cell
4: sum← 0
5: xl = zl ← 01×K . xl is a 1×K zero vector
6: γ̂γγ ← GAMMA-HAT(γγγ)
7: for k ← 1,K do
8: zl(k)←

(
γ̂k

1+γ̂k

)
9: sum← sum + zl(k)

10: end for
11: Bl ← sum

τ
12: xl (1, · · · , τ)← Bl . The first τ elements of

xl are set to Bl
13: Wl ← T-TRANSFORM(zl,xl)
14: Vl ←Wl (τ, :) . Vl retains first τ rows of Wl

15: Zl ← diag{zl} . zl is a diagonal matrix
16: Sl ← normc

(
B

1
2

l VlZ
− 1

2

l

)
17: end for
18: S← [S1, . . . ,SL] . Desired pilot sequence matrix
19: return S
20: end function

21: function GAMMA-HAT(γγγ)
22: for j ← 1,K do
23: find γ̂(j) ≥ γ(j)
24: subject to

∑K
q=1

γ̂q
1+γ̂q

= τ
L

25: and γ̂(j + 1) ≤ γ̂(j) ≤ 1
L−1 .

26: end for
27: return γ̂γγ
28: end function

29: function T-TRANSFORM(zl,xl)
30: for i← 1,K − 1 do
31: Ti = Wi ← IK
32: kmin ← min1≤k≤K {zl (k) < xl (k)}
33: kmax ← max1≤k≤K {zl (k) > xl (k)}
34: ξ ← min{xl(kmin)−zl(kmin) , zl(kmax)−xl(kmax)}

xl(kmin)−xl(kmax)

35: Ti (kmin, kmax) = Ti (kmax, kmin)← ξ
36: Ti (kmin, kmin) = Ti (kmax, kmax)← 1− ξ
37: for m← 1,K do
38: for n← 1,K do
39: if m ≤ n then
40: Wi (m,n) =

√
Ti (m,n)

41: else
42: Wi (m,n) = −

√
Ti (m,n)

43: end if
44: end for
45: end for
46: end for
47: Wl ←W1W2 . . .WK−1

48: return Wl

49: end function

We next present Algorithm 1 for our proposed user
capacity-achieving pilot design. Three functions are used in
this algorithm, namely, PILOT-DESIGN, GAMMA-HAT, and
T-TRANSFORM. The functions utilize Preliminary 1, Prelim-
inary 2, Preliminary 3, and the results from Section III-A to
design user capacity achieving pilot sequences.

Algorithm 1 describes the step-by-step process of design-
ing the user capacity-achieving pilot sequences. The main
function PILOT-DESIGN takes two inputs: a 1 × Ktot vector,
ΓΓΓ = [γγγ1, γγγ2, . . . , γγγl, . . . , γγγL], and the length of pilot sequence,
τ . The l-th element in ΓΓΓ is given by a 1 × K vector, γγγl =
[γl1, γl2, . . . , γlK ], which contains the SINR requirements of
the K users in the l-th cell, where γl1 ≥ γl2 ≥ . . . ≥ γlK .
At each time, the main function PILOT-DESIGN considers the
SINR requirements in one cell and returns Sl as the desired
pilot sequence matrix for the users in the considered cell.
Particularly, the k-th column in Sl is the pilot sequence for
Ulk. We also clarify that the two functions GAMMA-HAT and
T-TRANSFORM are adopted in PILOT-DESIGN to facilitate the
pilot sequence design. Specifically, the function GAMMA-HAT
obtains γ̂ ≥ γ for each element of γγγ to guarantee that the
SINR requirements lie on the upper surface boundary of the
per-cell user capacity region obtained from (16). The function
T-TRANSFORM returns a K×K matrix Wl, using Preliminary
3, as a key enabler to obtain Sl. As shown in Algorithm 1, Vl

is obtained from Wl and used to obtain Sl by normalizing the
columns of B

1
2

l VlZ
− 1

2

l , represented by normc
(
B

1
2

l VlZ
− 1

2

l

)
.

We note that Algorithm 1 returns an effective pilot sequence
matrix when (16) is satisfied. We also note that the inequality
given by (16) may not hold if one user in a cell has a very
high SINR requirement. This requires us to find the limit on
the maximum permitted SINR requirement in a cell, which
is given by γMAX

l = max1≤k≤K (γlk). To this end, we first
specify the condition for xl � zl in the following Lemma.

Lemma 2: xl � zl if the maximum individual effective
bandwidth, i.e., zMAX

l =
γMAX
l

1+γMAX
l

, is less than or equal to 1/L.
Proof: Based on (16), the i-th element of xl is given by

xi =
1

τ

K∑
k=1

zk =
1

τ

K∑
k=1

γlk
1 + γlk

=
1

τ
× τ

L
=

1

L
. (17)

Since xl � zl, the largest element in zl needs to be less than
or equal to xi, i.e., zMAX

l ≤ xi. Using this inequality together
with xi = 1

L , we have

γMAX
l

1 + γMAX
l

≤ 1

L
. (18)

This completes the proof.
Corollary 1: The limit on the maximum permitted SINR

requirement in the l-th cell is obtained by simplifying (18) as

γMAX
l ≤ 1

L− 1
(19)

We clarify that (19) rationalizes the condition of γ̂(j) ≤ 1
L−1

used in the function GAMMA-HAT.
We next demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed

pilot sequence design in the achievable SINR of Ulk in the
following proposition:
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Proposition 3: When the pilot sequence is designed accord-
ing to Algorithm 1 and the downlink power for each user is
allocated proportional to the effective bandwith of the user, the
SINR requirements of all the users in the network are satisfied.

Proof: We first make a reasonable assumption that the
downlink transmit power for Ulk at BSl needs to be chosen
according to the SINR requirement of the particular user. Since
the effective bandwidth, γ̂

1+γ̂ , is adopted in the proposed pilot
sequence design, the downlink transmit power for Ulk at BSl
is set to

Plk =
αlkγ̂lk
1 + γ̂lk

. (20)

The pilot sequences output by Algorithm 1 has the impor-
tant property that SlZlS

T
l = BlIτ . Next, we use (14), (20), the

matrix definitions given in Table III in Appendix B, the pilot
sequence property given by SlZlS

T
l = BlIτ , and the uplink

power control assumption given by plkβlkm ≤ 1 to simplify
(12) as

θlk,∞ ≥
Plk

αlk

τ

∑
i,j

Pij

αij
− Plk

=

γ̂lk
1+γ̂lk

1
τ

∑
i,j

γ̂ij
1+γ̂ij

− γ̂lk
1+γ̂lk

,

≥ γ̂lk
1 + γ̂lk − γ̂lk

= γ̂lk. (21)

Given that γ̂lk ≥ γlk, the SINR requirement of Ulk is satisfied,
which completes the proof.

We refer to the designed user capacity-achieving pilot
sequences as the GWBE pilot sequences. Proposition 3 shows
that the the joint use of Algorithm 1 and the proposed
downlink power allocation ensures that all the users in the
network achieve their SINR requirements when (16) is sat-
isfied, although it designs pilot sequences for different cells
separately. The motivation behind designing pilot sequences
independently for each cell is to minimize overhead due to
cooperation among BSs. To design pilot sequences with BS
cooperation, our proposed design requires SINR feedback
from all the users in the network. As such, the feedback
overhead significantly increases with the number of users in
the network. Additionally, we note that enabling cooperation
among the BSs does not affect the user capacity of the
network. This is because the user capacity is achieved as
long as the bound on the user capacity given by (13) holds.
Our work shows that the bound on the user capacity can be
achieved and the user capacity-achieving pilot sequences can
be designed without cooperation among BSs, which implies
little or no advantage of enabling cooperation among BSs in
terms of achieving the user capacity.

We further highlight that (21) provides a key insight into
choosing the value of γ̂ in the function GAMMA-HAT, i.e.,
γ̂lk = θlk,∞. Intuitively, choosing γ̂lk = θlk,∞ means that
the SINR requirement for Ulk can be satisfied with an infinite
number of antennas at the BS. However, in practical scenarios,
we have γlk < γ̂lk. As such, the SINR required for Ulk is
satisfied with a limited number of antennas at the BS with our
pilot sequence design and downlink power allocation scheme.

C. Minimum Number of Antennas for Required SINR

In this subsection, we determine the minimum number of
antennas required at BSs to achieve certain SINR require-
ments, which helps to reduce the hardware costs incurred by
using unnecessary antennas. We introduce µ as a performance
satisfaction index, where 0 < µ < 1. Mathematically, µ
is expressed as the ratio between the achievable SINR with
finite M and the achievable SINR with infinite M , i.e.,
µ = θlk,M/θlk,∞. The practical implication of introducing µ
lies in its potential of enabling the network designers to find
the desired M to meet a proportion of the achievable SINR
requirement with M →∞.

Using (11) and (12), the minimum M required by Ulk for
our proposed GWBE pilot sequence design is given by

MMIN
lk,GWBE ≥

∑
m,n βlkmPmn + σ2

w(
1−µ
µ

)∑
m,n 6=l,k

ρ2lkmnΞ2
lkmβlkmPmn

αmn

. (22)

Based on (22), the minimum M for the network is given
by MMIN

GWBE = max1≤l≤L,1≤k≤K{MMIN
lk,GWBE}. An important

conclusion is reached from (22) that the number of antennas
at BSs needs to be at least MMIN

GWBE, i.e., M ≥ MMIN
GWBE, to

achieve the SINR requirements given by µθlk,∞.

IV. COMPARISON OF OUR DESIGN WITH OTHER DESIGNS

In this section, we compare the performance of our proposed
GWBE pilot sequence design with the performance of the
existing pilot sequence designs, namely, the WBE design [26,
36] and the FOS design [1, 15]. This comparison allows us
to demonstrate the advantage of our proposed design over the
existing designs.

A. Welch-Bound-Equality (WBE) Design

In the WBE design [26, 36], the generated pilot sequences
have the same correlation coefficient between each other,
which is given by ρijlk =

√
(K − τ) / ((K − 1) τ), where

(i, j) 6= (l, k). Given the same correlation coefficient, the
parameter αlk in the WBE design is constant for all the
users in the network, i.e., αlk = α. Accordingly, the transmit
power for Ulk with the SINR requirement γlk is given by
Plk = αγlk

1+γlk
. Furthermore, the pilot sequence assigned to Ulk

is identical to that assigned to other L−1 users in the network.
As such, we denote UWBE

slk
as the group of users that are

assigned the same pilot sequence as Ulk and denote ŪWBE
slk

as
the group of users that are assigned different pilot sequences.
We highlight that the proposed GWBE design outputs WBE
sequences when the SINR requirements of all the users in the
network are identical.

Lemma 3: To satisfy the SINR requirements of all the users
in a multi-cell multiuser massive MIMO network using the
WBE design, the bound on per-cell user capacity region is
given by

K∑
j=1

γij
1 + γij

≤ min

{
τ

L
,
κ

L
+

(1− κ) γMAX
i

1 + γMAX
i

}
, (23)

where κ = 1
ρ2ijlk

= (K−1)τ
K−τ .
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Fig. 2. The upper surface boundary of the user capacity regions versus the SINR requirements for the three designs with (a) L = 2, (b) L = 3, and (c)
L = 4.

Proof: Please refer to Appendix C.
Using the procedure described in Section III-C, we derive

the minimum M required by Ulk for the WBE design as

MMIN
lk,WBE =

∑
m,n βlkmPmn + σ2

w(
1−µ
αµ

)(∑
p,q Ξ2

lkpβlkpPpq + κlk
) , (24)

where κlk =
∑
r,s

Ξ2
lkrβlkrPrs/κ− βlklPlk, Ppq is the transmit

power for Upq , where Upq ∈ UWBE
spq , and Prs is the transmit

power for Urs, where Urs ∈ ŪWBE
spq . Accordingly, we obtain

the minimum M for the network with the WBE design as
MMIN

WBE = max1≤l≤L,1≤k≤K{MMIN
lk,WBE}.

B. Finite Orthogonal Set (FOS) Design

In the FOS design [1, 15], the first τ users in each cell are
assigned the unique τ orthogonal pilot sequences. Then the
remaining K−τ users in the same cell are repeatedly assigned
the same pilot sequences. Given this assignment strategy, the
pilot sequence allocated to Ulk is used by at least L− 1 users
in the network. We denote UFOS

slk
as the group of users that are

assigned the same pilot sequence as Ulk. The transmit power
for Ulk is given by Plk = αlkγlk

1+γlk
.

Lemma 4: To satisfy the SINR requirements of all the users
in a multi-cell multiuser massive MIMO network using the
FOS design, the bound on per-cell user capacity region is given
by

K∑
i=1

(
γij

1 + γij

)
≤ min

{
τ

L
,

1

L

}
. (25)

Proof: Please refer to Appendix C.
We find that the minimum M for the network with the

FOS design is given by MMIN
FOS = max1≤l≤L,1≤k≤K{MMIN

lk,FOS},
where MMIN

lk,FOS is obtained as

MMIN
lk,FOS =

∑
m,n βlkmPmn + σ2

w(
1−µ
µ

)(∑
i,j

Ξ2
lkiβlkiPij

αij
− βlklPlk

) (26)

with Pij denoting the transmit power for Uij and Uij ∈ UFOS
sij .

We will compare MMIN
FOS with MMIN

GWBE in Section V-B.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we provide numerical results to demonstrate
the advantages of using the proposed user capacity-achieving
GWBE pilot sequence design over existing pilot sequence
designs, namely, the WBE and FOS designs.

A. Performance Comparison with Infinite Antennas

In this subsection, we assume that M is infinite and τ = 3.
We compare the user capacity region of the three designs and
examine the impact of increasing K, varying SINR require-
ments, and increasing L on the network performance. In this
subsection, the results for the GWBE, WBE, and FOS designs
are generated by using (16), (23), and (25), respectively.

We first consider the multiuser massive MIMO network with
L = 2, L = 3, and L = 4, where each cell has K = 4
users. The SINR requirements in each cell are chosen as
γi = [γi1, γi2, γi3, 0.20], where i ∈ {2, 3, 4}. Fig. 2 depicts the
upper surface boundary of the per-cell user capacity region of
the three designs. We observe that the proposed GWBE pilot
design achieves a larger per-cell user capacity region than the
WBE and FOS designs. Importantly, this observation is valid
for different values of L. This indicates that the proposed
GWBE design is more likely to fulfill a diverse set of SINR
requirements of the users. Numerically, the proposed GWBE
design has 19.2% and 97.4% larger per-cell user capacity
region than the WBE and FOS designs, respectively, for a
four cell massive MIMO network.

We next examine the impact of increasing K on the max-
imum permitted SINR requirement in a cell, γMAX

i . Fig. 3
depicts γMAX

i versus K for the three designs. In this figure, we
consider L = 2 and the same SINR requirements for the users
in two cells given by γγγi = [γi1, . . . , γi3, γi4, . . . , γiK ], where
i ∈ {1, 2}, γi1 = γi2 = γi3 = γ, and γi4 = . . . = γiK = γ/3.
As such, we have γMAX

i = γ. We first see that increasing K
decreases γMAX

i . For example, when K increases from 4 to 14,
γMAX
i of our GWBE design decreases from 0.76 to 0.26. This

is due to the fact that increasing K causes more interference
and thus lowers the maximum permitted SINR. Second, we see
that the FOS design behaves differently from other designs as
K increases. For example, when K increases from 4 to 6 and
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Fig. 3. The per-cell maximum permitted SINR requirement versus the number
of per-cell users for the three designs with L = 2 and τ = 3.
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Fig. 4. The per-cell maximum permitted SINR requirement versus ω for the
three designs with L = 2 and K = 5.

from 7 to 9, γMAX
i remains constant. This can be explained

by the pilot sequence assignment strategy in the FOS design.
Since only τ orthogonal pilot sequences are available in the
FOS design, γMAX

i decreases only when K exceeds the exact
multiple of ιτ , where ι = card

(
UFOS
slk

)
. For instance, γMAX

i

decreases only when K > 6 and K > 9, where τ = 3 and
card

(
UFOS
slk

)
= 2.

We now evaluate the impact of increasing the individual
SINR requirement on γMAX

i . In this evaluation, we consider
L = 2, K = 5, and the same SINR requirements of the users in
the two cells given by γγγi = [γ, γ, γ, ωγ, ωγ], where i ∈ {1, 2}
and 10−2 ≤ ω ≤ 101. Fig. 4 depicts γMAX

i versus ω for the
three designs. We first find that our GWBE design outperforms
the FOS design across the whole range of ω, and outperforms
the WBE design in the low and medium ω regime. When
ω > 100, our GWBE design exhibits the same performance as
the WBE design. This is due to the fact that the upper surface

L
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FOS

Fig. 5. The per-cell maximum permitted SINR requirement versus the number
of cells for the three designs with K = 5.

boundary of the per-cell user capacity region of the GWBE
and WBE designs overlap in this regime. Consequently, the
performance of two designs is equivalent to each other. We
also find that the FOS design outperforms the WBE design in
the low ω regime, since the FOS design incurs less interference
than the WBE design in this regime.

Finally, we focus on the impact of increasing L on γMAX
i .

In particular, we consider an L-cell network with K = 5 and
the SINR requirements given by γγγi = [γ, γ, γ/3, γ/3, γ/3],
where i ∈ {1, . . . , L}. Fig. 5 depicts γMAX

i versus L for the
three designs. We first observe that increasing L decreases
γMAX
i . For example, when L increases from 2 to 10, γMAX

i of
our GWBE design decreases from 0.78 to 0.11. This can be
explained by the decrease in the per-cell user capacity region,
as depicted in Fig. 2. Second, we observe that the our GWBE
design provides higher γMAX

i relative to the WBE and FOS
designs, resulted from its larger user capacity region.

B. Performance Comparison with Finite Antennas

In this subsection, we assume that M is finite and compare
the performance achieved by the three designs. Throughout
this subsection, we consider L = 2, τ = 3, and K = 4.
We also consider that the SINR requirements in the two
cells are given by γγγ1 = [0.91, 0.74, 0.64, 0.23] and γγγ2 =
[0.94, 0.82, 0.45, 0.20]. We note that the considered SINR
requirements remain within the user capacity region of our
GWBE design but lie outside the user capacity region of
the WBE and FOS designs. This implies that our GWBE
design supports a more diverse range of SINR requirements
than other designs. In addition, we note that an important
criterion in designing the user capacity-achieving GWBE pilot
sequences is that γ̂lk > γlk needs to be chosen to satisfy (14)
with equality, as clarified in Section III. As such, we choose
γ̂̂γ̂γ1 = [0.92, 0.75, 0.65, 0.24] and γ̂̂γ̂γ2 = [0.95, 0.85, 0.50, 0.29]
for the two cells. Furthermore, we assume that pijβijl = 0.9,
where i 6= l. For clarity, the simulation parameters and the
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND PILOT SEQUENCES

GWBE WBE FOS

Common Parameters σ2
z = σ2

w = 1, L = 2, τ = 3, K = 4, Ktot = 8, γγγ1 = [0.91, 0.74, 0.64, 0.23] , γγγ2 = [0.94, 0.82, 0.45, 0.10]

βlkm = 1, where l = m and βlkm = 0.9, where l 6= m

Transmit Power αlkγ̂lk/ (1 + γ̂lk)
∗ αlkγlk/ (1 + γlk) αlkγlk/ (1 + γlk)

Pilot Sequences S1 =

1 −0.0845 −0.1075 0.2574

0 0.9964 −0.2202 0.5274

0 0 0.9695 0.8097

 S1 =

1 −0.3333 −0.3333 0.3333

0 0.9428 −0.4714 0.4714

0 0 0.8165 0.8165

 S1 =

1 0 0 1

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0


S2 =

1 −0.0500 −0.1182 0.1867

0 0.9988 −0.2186 0.3453

0 0 0.9686 0.9197

 S2 = S1 S2 = S1

∗γ̂γγ1 = [0.92, 0.75, 0.65, 0.24], γ̂γγ2 = [0.95, 0.85, 0.50, 0.29]
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Fig. 6. The achievable SINR versus the number of antennas for the three designs.

pilot sequences for the three designs are summarized in Table
I. Based on the runtime, we first note that the proposed GWBE
Algorithm 1 depicts polynomial computational complexity
with the increase in L and K. We also note that the complexity
remains constant with the increase in τ . Consequently, the
overall computational complexity of the proposed algorithm
is given as O (Kc) where c ranges from 1.41 to 1.88 in our
simulations. The WBE design has the same computational
complexity as our GWBE design, but achieves worse per-
formance. We further note that the FOS design has a lower
computational complexity than our proposed GWBE design.
However, we highlight that the performance benefit of using
the proposed GWBE design outweighs the complexity benefit
offered by the FOS design as the FOS design is unable to
meet the SINR requirements of all the users in the network.

Fig. 6 depicts θlk,M versus M for the three designs. In this
figure, we only consider θlk,M of four users, namely, U11, U14,
U22, and U23, to avoid visual cluttering5. The analytical curves
for the three designs are generated from (11), while the Monte
Carlo simulation points for the three designs are obtained by

5We clarify that the behavior of the unconsidered users, i.e., U12, U13,
U21, and U24, is similar to that of the four users considered in Fig. 6.

averaging (10) over 1,000 channel realizations. It is clearly
seen that the Monte Carlo simulation points precisely agree
with the analytical curves, which demonstrates the accuracy
of (11). We first see from Fig. 6 that our GWBE design is
the only design that satisfies the SINR requirements of all the
users in the network. If the WBE design or the FOS design
is adopted, the SINR requirements of only a few users are
satisfied. Second, we see that our GWBE design does not
always provide the highest achievable SINR for each user.
This can be explained by αlk for Ulk of the three designs
as follows: As indicated by (11), an increase in αlk gives a
lower achievable SINR. The value of αlk of the eight users
for the three designs are summarized in Table II. Using Fig. 6
together with Table II, we find that the highest achievable
SINR is attained for the lowest αlk except for l = 2, k = 4.
Furthermore, we point out that the WBE and FOS designs pro-
vide a higher achievable SINR for some users than our GWBE
design. However, the higher achievable SINR is provided at
the expense of degrading the achievable SINR of other users.
As such, the user with the degraded achievable SINR cannot
satisfy the pre-defined SINR requirements even as M → ∞.
Therefore, it is worth highlighting that the practical advantage
of our GWBE design lies in its ability of fulfilling the SINR
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF THE VALUE OF αlk

GWBE WBE FOS
αlk l=1 l=2 l=1 l=2 l=1 l=2
k=1 3.03∗◦ 3.03∗◦ 3.53 3.53 4.80 4.80
k=2 3.35◦ 3.34◦ 3.53◦ 3.53◦ 2.90∗◦ 2.90∗◦

k=3 3.99◦ 4.01◦ 3.53◦ 3.53◦ 2.90∗◦ 2.90∗◦

k=4 4.25◦ 4.33◦ 3.53∗◦ 3.53∗◦ 4.80 4.80
∗ indicates the highest achievable SINR; ◦ indicates that θlk ≥ γlk .
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Fig. 7. The number of antennas required at BSs versus the performance
satisfaction index for the three designs.

requirements of all the users in the network. We highlight
that the proposed pilot design controls the correlation between
different pilot sequences and the downlink power allocation
keeps the interference at an acceptable level. Therefore, the
proposed pilot design and downlink power allocation scheme
mitigate pilot contamination in the massive MIMO network.

Finally, we find the minimum number of antennas at BSs to
achieve the satisfactory network performance. In this evalua-
tion, we consider the same parameters as given in Table I. Fig.
7 depicts the minimum number of antennas required by the
eight users to achieve the SINR requirement given by µθlk,∞
for the three designs. The minimum number of antennas
clarified in the figure, i.e., MMIN

GWBE = 234, MMIN
WBE = 278, and

MMIN
FOS = 253, are determined by setting µ = 0.9 in (22), (24),

and (26), respectively. Comparing MMIN
GWBE with MMIN

WBE and
MMIN

FOS , we find that a key benefit of our GWBE design is that
it requires 15.8% and 7.5% less antennas than the WBE and
FOS design, respectively, to achieve similar performance. This
benefit becomes particularly compelling when considering the
fact that the GWBE design achieves the SINR requirements
of all the users in the network.

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed a novel GWBE pilot sequence design for
multi-cell multiuser massive MIMO networks. We first derived
closed-form expressions for the user capacity and the user
capacity region of the network. Based on them, we developed

a new algorithm to generate user capacity-achieving pilot
sequences which always fulfill the SINR requirements of all
users throughout the network. We further conducted analyti-
cal and numerical performance comparison of our proposed
GWBE design with the existing WBE and FOS designs. The
comparison demonstrated that our GWBE design achieves a
larger user capacity region and supports a more diverse range
of SINR requirements than the WBE and FOS designs. In
addition, we confirmed that our GWBE design needs a lower
number of antennas at BSs than the WBE and FOS designs to
meet the predefined SINR requirements. Our results offer a set
of practically valuable guidelines for next-generation wireless
infrastructure providers to efficiently design pilot sequences
such that superior performance is achieved without utilizing
unnecessary antennas.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

In this appendix, we detail the derivation of a channel-
independent expression for the achievable SINR, given by
(11), based on the channel-dependent expression for the
achievable SINR given by (10). First, we calculate the math-
ematical expectation, E

[
|gmnlk |

2
]
, in the denominator of (10).

Using (5), we rewrite E
[
|gmnlk |

2
]

as

E
[
|gmnlk |

2
]

= E
[∣∣hHlkmtmn

∣∣2] = E

∣∣∣∣∣hHlkmĥmnm√
Mαmn

∣∣∣∣∣
2
 .

(27)

Using the LS channel estimate given by (3) and defin-
ing ğijm , Ξijmhijm,

∑L
i=1

∑K
j=1 ,

∑
i,j , we expand∣∣∣hHlkĥmnm∣∣∣2 in (27) as∣∣∣hHlkmĥmnm

∣∣∣2 =
∑
p,q

∑
r,s

ρpqmnρrsmnğHpqmhlkmhHlkmğrsm

+
∑
p,q

ρpqmnğHpqmhlkmhHlkmSTmnzm

+ zHmSmn
∑
r,s

ρrsmnhlkmhHlkmğrsm

+ zHmSmnhlkmhHlkmSTmnzm. (28)

Defining
∑
p,q

∑
r,s ,

∑
p,q
r,s

, we calculate the expectation of
(28) as

E
[∣∣∣hHlkmĥmnm

∣∣∣2] = E

∑
p,q
r,s

ρpqmnρrsmnğHpqmhlkmhHlkmğrsm


+ 0 + 0 + E

[
zHmSmnhlkmhHlkmSTmnzm

]
,

= ρ2
lkmnE

[
ğHlkmhlkmhHlkmğlkm

]
+
∑
p=r 6=l
q=s6=k

ρ2
pqmnE

[
tr
(
ğHpqmhlkmhHlkmğpqm

)]
+ E

[
tr
(
zHmSmnhlkmhHlkmSTmnzm

)]
.

(29)
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We observe that hHlkmhlkm in (29) has a gamma distribution
with the shape parameter M and the scale parameter 1 given
by Γ (M, 1). Therefore, we find that E

[
ğHlkmhlkmhHlkmğlkm

]
in (29) is Ξ2

lkmM (M + 1). This simplifies (29) as

E
[∣∣∣hHlkmĥmnm

∣∣∣2] = ρ2
lkmnΞ2

lkmM (M + 1)

+
∑
p=r 6=l
q=s6=k

ρ2
pqmnE

[
tr
(
hlkmhHlkmğpqmğHpqm

)]
+ E

[
tr
(
hlkmhHlkmSTmnzHmzHmSmn

)]
,

= ρ2
lkmnΞ2

lkm

(
M2 +M

)
+M

L∑
p=r 6=l

K∑
q=s6=k

ρ2
pqmnΞ2

pqm +Mσ2
z ,

= M2ρ2
lkmnΞ2

lkm +Mαmn. (30)

Substituting (30) into (27), we obtain the expression
E
[
|gmnlk |

2
]

=
(
Mρ2

lkmnΞ2
lkm + αmn

)
/αmn. We observe

that the variance of the gamma distributed glk is given by
var
[
hHlklt̂lk

]
= 1.

Finally, substituting (30) and value of var
[
hHlklt̂lk

]
into (10),

θlk,M is derived as

θlk,M =

(
M√
Mαlk

)2

βlklPlk

βlklPlk +
∑

m,n 6=l,k

(
Mρ2

lkmn
Ξ2
lkm

+αmn

αmn

)
βlkmPmn + σ2

w

,

=
βlklPlk

αlk
M

[ ∑
m,n 6=l,k

(
Mρ2

lkmn
Ξ2
lkm

αmn

)
βlkmPmn + P̄lk

] , (31)

where P̄lk =
∑
m,n βlkmPmn + σ2

w. Simplifying (31) we
obtain the desired result in (11).

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

In this appendix, we determine the user capacity of the
multi-cell multiuser massive MIMO network. Based on (12)
and the rule of uplink power control given by plkβlkm ≤ 1,
we obtain

θlk,∞ ≥ θ̂lk,∞ =
Plk

αlk
∑
m,n

ρ2lkmnPmn

αmn
− Plk

,

=
Plk

αlktr
(
sTlkSPAST slk

) , (32)

where S, P, and A are block matrices given by S =
[S1, . . . ,Sl, . . . ,SL], P = diag [P1, . . . ,Pl, . . . ,PL], and
A = diag [A1, . . . ,Al, . . . ,AL], respectively. The matrices
Sl, Pl, and Al are given by Table III.

We next obtain the following expression

∑
i,j

1 + θ̂ij,∞

θ̂ij,∞
= tr

(
P−1A−1STSPASTS

)
. (33)

We next define PA , Z and STS , RS . Using matrix
definitions in Table III, we expand (33) as∑
i,j

1 + θ̂ij,∞

θ̂ij,∞
= tr

(
Z−1RSZRS

)
= Ktot +

∑
p,q

∑
r,s︸ ︷︷ ︸

p>r,q>s

(
αrsPpq
αpqPrs

+
αpqPrs
αrsPpq

)
ρ2
pqrs,

≥ Ktot +
∑
p,q

∑
r,s︸ ︷︷ ︸

p>r,q>s

2ρ2
pqrs = tr (RSRS) . (34)

Since RS is a symmetric matrix, its eigen decomposition is
given by QΛQT , where Q is a unitary matrix and Λ is a
Ktot ×Ktot diagonal matrix. We note that the first τ elements
in the main diagonal of Λ are the eigenvalues of RS and the
rest are zero. Accordingly, we obtain the following

tr (RSRS) = tr
(
Λ2
i

)
=

Ktot∑
i=1

λ2
i =

(
∑τ
i=1 λi)

2

τ
=
K2

tot

τ
. (35)

Substituting (35) into (34), we obtain∑
i,j

1 + θ̂ij,∞

θ̂ij,∞
≥ 1

τ
K2

tot. (36)

An important requirement in the multi-cell multiuser mas-
sive MIMO network is that the SINR requirement of a user
cannot exceed its maximum achievable SINR with infinite M ,
i.e., γij ≤ θ̂ij,∞ ≤ θij,∞. As such, we find that∑

i,j

1 + θ̂ij,∞

θ̂ij,∞
≤
∑
i,j

1 + γij
γij

(37)

always holds true. Using the inequality in (37) together with
(36), we obtain the desired result in (13).

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF LEMMA 3

In this appendix, we derive the bound on the per-cell user
capacity region of the WBE design. Substituting αij = α into
(32), we obtain the asymptotic achievable SINR of the WBE
design as

θ̂lk,∞ =
Plk∑L

m=1

∑K
n=1 ρ

2
lkmnPmn − Plk

, (38)

Using Plk = αγlk
1+γlk

and θ̂ij,∞ ≥ γij , we rewrite (38) as

θ̂lk,∞ =

γlk
1+γlk∑

p,q
γpq

1+γpq
+
∑
r,s

ρ2lkrsγrs
1+γrs

− γlk
1+γlk

≥ γlk, (39)

where γpq is the SINR requirement of Upq using the pilot
sequence spq | Upq ∈ UWBE

spq and γr,s is the SINR requirement
of Urs using the pilot sequence srs | Urs ∈ ŪWBE

spq . Simplifying
(39) gives ∑

p,q

γpq
1 + γpq

+
1

κ

∑
r,s

γrs
1 + γrs

≤ 1. (40)
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TABLE III
MATRIX DEFINITIONS

Sl =
[
sl1 sl2 . . . slK

]
, Pl = diag {pl} =



Pl1 0 . . . . . . 0

0 Pl2 0 . . . 0

... 0
. . . 0 0

...
... 0

. . . 0

0 0 0 0 PlK


, Al = diag {al} =



1
αl1

0 . . . . . . 0

0 1
αl2

0 . . . 0

... 0
. . . 0 0

...
... 0

. . . 0

0 0 0 0 1
αlK



Accordingly, the bound on the per-cell user capacity region is
given by

K∑
s=1

γps
1 + γps

≤ κ

L
+

(1− κ) γpq
1 + γpq

. (41)

Jointly considering (41) and (16), we obtain the per-cell user
capacity region of the WBE design, as given by (23), which
completes the proof.
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